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Historical Context and Present Connections
The Louisiana Family Forum suggested the bill [SB 561], [Sen. Ben] Nevers said. “They believe that scientific data related to
creationism should be discussed when dealing with Darwin's theory. This would allow the discussion of scientific facts,” Nevers said.
“I feel the students should know there are weaknesses and strengths in both scientific arguments.” — Hammond Daily Star, April 6, 2008,
http://www.hammondstar.com/articles/2008/04/08/top_stories/9327.txt [emphasis added]
SB 733, the “LA Science Education Act,” is a stealth creationism bill. Sen. Ben Nevers introduced it on behalf of the LA Family Forum (LFF), the LA affiliate of
the Religious Right organization Focus on the Family. The LFF actively promotes creationism on its website (see LFF’s “Origins Science Textbook Addendum” at
http://www.lafamilyforum.org/site100-01/1001014/docs/origin~1.pdf). SB 733 is the direct descendant of Sen. Nevers’s earlier SB 561, the “LA Academic Freedom
Act,” of which Rep. Frank Hoffman’s HB 1168 is the House twin. All three bills were written with the same intent: to get intelligent design (ID) creationism into
Louisiana public school science classes. Having passed in the Senate by a vote of 35-0 on April 17, 2008, SB 733 was advanced by the House Education Committee
on May 21 with no dissenting votes and presently awaits a vote by the full House of Representatives.
On April 17, SB 561 was amended, renumbered as SB 733, and renamed the “LA Science Education Act” in the Senate Education Committee, where it was
stripped of specific references to evolution and other subjects and of the creationist code language referring to “the scientific strengths and weaknesses of existing
scientific theories.” Prior to bringing SB 733 to a Senate floor vote on April 28, however, Sen. Nevers reinserted specific references to “evolution, the origins of life,
global warming, and human cloning.” He also added a loophole that allows not only the targeting of other academic subjects (e.g., geology, astronomy) but also the
insertion of ID creationism into science classes (see p. 4 below). SB 733 is part of the strategy being executed by a national, out-of-state creationist think thank, the
Discovery Institute’s Center for Science and Culture in Seattle, WA, to get ID creationism taught in public school science classes.
The Discovery Institute (DI) is coordinating the introduction of academic freedom bills around the country. Bills similar to SB 733 have been introduced in six
states so far in 2008: Florida, Alabama, Missouri, Michigan, Louisiana, and South Carolina. The FL, AL, and MO bills died without passage. All of the bills contain
language from DI’s code-named “Model Academic Freedom Statute on Evolution,” which is not about teaching evolution, but about teaching ID. These bills are
written in code language in order to avoid overt use of the terms “creationism” and “intelligent design,” which is the most recent form of creationism. The ID
movement emerged after Louisiana’s 1981 “Balanced Treatment for Creation-Science and Evolution-Science in Public School Instruction Act” was declared
unconstitutional by the U.S. Supreme Court in Edwards v. Aguillard (1987). After Edwards, creationists could no longer openly call themselves “creationists,” nor could
they write policy proposals using “creationism” or “creation science.” So they adopted the term “intelligent design” in an attempt to skirt the Edwards ruling, as they
have tried to skirt a total of ten federal court rulings against teaching creationism. The most recent was Kitzmiller et al. v. Dover Area School District (2005) in the Middle
District of Pennsylvania, in which I served as an expert witness for the plaintiffs. Since that ruling, DI can no longer advance “intelligent design” proposals, so they
must resort to using code language.
Having been badly discredited in the Kitzmiller case, the Discovery Institute, like earlier creationists, has sanitized their terminology in an attempt to avoid legal
challenges by pretending that the legislation merely supports “critical thinking” and “academic freedom.” This is the only strategy they have left after Kitzmiller.
Tellingly, however, the 1981 LA Balanced Treatment Act was also enacted “for the purposes of protecting academic freedom” (see copy of statute in Aguillard et al. v.
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Edwards et al. 1985, United States Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit, http://bulk.resource.org/courts.gov/c/F2/765/765.F2d.1251.85-3030.html). Both the Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals and the U.S. Supreme Court rejected the state’s “academic freedom” defense (see Edwards v. Aguillard 1987,
http://supct.law.cornell.edu/supct/html/historics/USSC_CR_0482_0578_ZO.html).
All versions of the current LA legislation — SB 561, HB 1168, and SB 733 — can thus be directly traced to earlier legislation whose proponents tried to use
“academic freedom” as a ruse to get creationism into public schools. The legislation currently proposed in LA is part of DI’s strategy, and they are using their
supporters in various states to carry it out. In LA, the execution of this strategy began in November 2006 when Darrell White of the LFF, Rep. Frank Hoffman,
who was then Asst. Supt. of the Ouachita Parish school system, and West Monroe High School biology teacher Danny Pennington persuaded the Ouachita Parish
School Board to adopt a “Science Curriculum Policy,” formally entitled “RESOLUTION ON TEACHER ACADEMIC FREEDOM TO TEACH SCIENTIFIC
EVIDENCE REGARDING CONTROVERSIAL SCIENTIFIC SUBJECTS” (see the policy at http://www.opsb.net/downloads-file-166.html). The policy is based on
a template, “Proposed Science Policy Resolution,” written by Darrell White and posted on his creationist website (see
http://www.judgewhite.com/docs/proposedresolution.pdf). The original language of SB 561 and HB 1168 is based directly on this template as well, as also is an
upcoming academic freedom resolution that BESE member Dale Bayard plans to introduce before BESE in June (see p. 3 below).

DI is collaborating with the LFF to promote “academic freedom” legislation in LA. When Ouachita Parish adopted its creationist policy, Americans United for
Separation of Church and State noted the development of DI’s strategy as it relates to the OP decision. Statements by Casey Luskin, DI Program Officer for Public
Policy and Legal Affairs (an attorney who appears never to have actually practiced law since graduating from law school and going directly to work for DI) clearly
reflect the language used in the Louisiana bills.
Attempting to portray evolution as a controversy alongside human cloning and insisting that teachers portray both sides is the latest strategy from advocates
of “intelligent design” (ID). Stung by recent courtroom and electoral defeats, ID backers are regrouping and looking for new ways to get their ideas into
America’s classrooms.
Following the Ouachita board’s approval of the policy, the Discovery Institute, a leading ID group, issued a press release praising the board.
“We’re very happy to see them take a stand protecting the academic freedom of teachers to answer student questions and discuss scientific issues in the
classroom,” said Casey Luskin, an attorney with the organization. “Teachers are the real winners in this case because they now have clear protection to help their
students analyze all aspects of controversial scientific issues without worrying whether or not they will be fired or censored by their school district.” . . .
. . . In November [2006], John G. West, associate director of the Discovery Institute’s Center for Science and Culture, told Baptist Press that the group
has drafted a “model academic freedom bill” it is promoting in the state legislatures. [emphasis added]
West said the bill “protects the rights of teachers and students to discuss scientific criticisms of evolution” and added that it has been pushed most
recently in Alabama and Oklahoma. (“Louisiana School District Approves Policy Critiquing Evolution,” Church & State, January 1, 2007,
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/_/print/PrintArticle.aspx?id=157588439 )
DI is watching the LA legislation closely. Most recently, on May 13, 2008, Baptist Press reported DI’s optimism that the LA bill would pass and refers to
DI’s strategy of avoiding overt references to “intelligent design”:
Legislatures in three states – Louisiana, Michigan, and Missouri – are considering academic freedom bills that would give teachers greater protection and
freedom in teaching the strengths and weaknesses of Darwinian evolution. Passage of any of the bills would be a first for any state, according to officials
at the Discovery Institute, a Seattle-based think tank that supports the bills. Similar bills in Alabama and Florida died this month, although the ones in
the other states, particularly Louisiana, seem to stand a better chance. . . . [emphasis added]
The bills do not mention Intelligent Design, a theory promoted by the Discovery Institute. . . .
In fact, Luskin said, the language of the bills in Louisiana, Michigan and Missouri does not allow for ID to be taught. Nevertheless, he said, the bills
would be a significant step forward (see Michael Foust, “Bills Would Give Teachers Freedom Teaching Evolution,” Baptist Press, May 13, 2008,
http://www.sbcbaptistpress.org/BPnews.asp?ID=28041). [emphasis added] [BF: Luskin’s statement that the LA bill would not permit teaching ID is
disingenuous. At a press conference in Florida, he admitted that the FL legislation would permit the teaching of ID because he considers ID to be
“scientific information” that the FL bill would have permitted teachers to present in their criticism of evolution. See Marc Caputo, “Intelligent Design
Could Slip into Science Class,” Miami Herald, March 13, 2008, at http://www.miamiherald.com/458/story/454417.html.]
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DI is collaborating with the LFF to promote SB 733. The evidence of their working relationship dates back at least five years. Among the recent evidence is
Darrell White’s May 16, 2008, op-ed on the website of Access Research Network (ARN), a DI auxiliary (see Forrest and Gross, Creationism’s Trojan Horse, 2007).
White refers specifically to both the Ouachita policy and to SB 733:
In 2006, Ouachita Parish School Board unanimously adopted a science curriculum policy that . . . is a worthy example. Having reviewed all BESE-approved
science textbooks, I can verify that the goal of teaching students to distinguish between observational and historical science is poorly done with the current slate
of textbooks. [BF: This is a specious creationist distinction that is not made by mainstream scientists.] And, as a concerned parent and grandparent, I
commend Senator Nevers for his Louisiana Science Education Act legislation. Our children and their teachers deserve enactment of SB 733. (See Darrell White,
“Why We Should Support Academic Freedom Bills for the Science Classroom,” Access Research Network, May 16, 2008, at
http://www.arn.org/blogs/index.php/2/2008/05/16/why_we_should_support_academic_freedom_b )
DI also posted White’s May 20, 2008, letter to the Baton Rouge Advocate on their website (http://www.discovery.org/a/5471). However, the most tangible evidence of
DI’s working through the LFF to target Louisiana is the presence at the May 21 House Education Committee hearing of Casey Luskin and Dr. Caroline Crocker, the
creationist executive director of the IDEA (Intelligent Design and Evolution Awareness) Center. Dr. Crocker spoke in favor of SB 733.
SB 733 is Discovery Institute’s attempt to use Louisiana in its plan to get ID into public school science classes, and the LA Family Forum is helping
them.

Sections of Bill

Analysis

AN ACT
To enact R.S. 17:285.1, relative to curriculum and instruction; to provide relative
to the
3 teaching of scientific subjects in public elementary and secondary schools; to
4 promote students' critical thinking skills and open discussion of scientific
theories;
5 to provide relative to support and guidance for teachers; to provide relative to
6 textbooks and instructional materials; to provide for rules and regulations; to
provide
7 for effectiveness; and to provide for related matters.

Analysis: The pedagogical benchmark of “critical thinking,” which is already
included in LA science standards, has been co-opted by creationists as a code
term. There is no need for this bill precisely because the LA science standards
already include sufficient provision for critical thinking in science instruction.
The term “open discussion of scientific theories” is code language meant to
permit the discussion of ID creationist criticisms of evolution.

B.(1) The State Board of Elementary and Secondary Education [BESE],
upon
14 request of a city, parish, or other local public school board, shall allow
and
15 assist teachers, principals, and other school administrators to create and foster
16 an environment within public elementary and secondary schools that
promotes
17 critical thinking skills, logical analysis, and open and objective discussion of
[end page 1]

Analysis: (1) BESE should not have the role of enabling school boards to allow
teachers to introduce creationist discussions into science classes. There is no
doubt that this legislation is intended to permit that (see Nevers quote, p. 1
above). The proper source of assistance for school systems that want to enhance
their teachers’ instruction is the LA Dept. of Education, which has staff experts
for that purpose. So again, there is no reason for the legislation except to provide
cover for teaching creationism. I have already confirmed in talking to BESE
member Dale Bayard that he plans to introduce an academic freedom resolution
at a June BESE meeting. I have a copy of the resolution. It is based directly on
Darrell White’s “Proposed Science Policy Resolution” (see p. 2 above).
(2) “Open and objective discussion of scientific theories” is code language for
teaching both evolution and ID. “Objective” is a much-used creationist code
term. (See Forrest, HB 1168 Backgrounder, 4.27.08, p. 8 at
http://www.creationismstrojanhorse.com/Backgrounder_HB_1168_4.27.08.pdf.)
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(3) Permitting city, parish, and local school boards the option of enabling
teachers to introduce creationism into their science classes is designed to make
the implementation of the bill more difficult to monitor and the teaching of
creationism more difficult to detect. It will encourage multiple local brushfires,
increasing the likelihood that there will not be enough local pro-science
advocates to keep watch and to protest effectively.
[page 2] scientific theories being studied including, but not limited to,
evolution, the
2 origins of life, global warming, and human cloning. [underline added]

Analysis: (1) The phrase “including but not limited to” is a giant loophole in the
bill for targeting other legitimate, evolution-related disciplines that creationists
dislike, e.g., geology, astronomy, etc. Creationists have done this in other states.
It will also allow the insertion of ID into science classes for “open and objective
discussion” (see p. 3 above) as a purported scientific theory.
(2) Moreover, this loophole was not in the original SB 561. It was added after the
Senate Education Committee passed the amended SB 561, but before Sen. Nevers
took SB 733 to the Senate floor for a vote. This maneuver indicates that SB 733’s
backers wanted to make sure that they will get everything they want under this
bill.

(2) Such assistance shall include support and guidance for teachers
4 regarding effective ways to help students understand, analyze, critique, and
5 objectively review scientific theories being studied, including those
enumerated
6 in Paragraph (1) of this Subsection.

Analysis: (1) Again, the current LA science standards as stipulated in the LA
Science Framework and the Grade Level Expectations already provide for
instruction in the cognitive skills enumerated here.
(2) Note the similarity between this statement (as well as other provisions of SB
733) and the following statements by the Discovery Institute, which also reveal
DI’s desire to get ID into classrooms:
“Protect Academic Freedom
Although pro-ID organizations do not advocate requiring the teaching of ID in
public schools [BF: this is documentably false], they also believe there is
nothing unconstitutional about voluntarily discussing the theory of design in
the classroom. Pro-ID organizations oppose efforts to persecute [sic]
individual teachers who may wish to discuss the scientific debate over design in
an objective and pedagogically appropriate manner.” (from “Darwinian
Evolution, Intelligent Design and Education Policy,” Discovery Institute,
http://www.intelligentdesign.org/education.php)
“Teachers and students need these protections so that all the scientific
information about Darwinism can be objectively taught.” (see Casey Luskin,
“Academic Freedom Bill Introduced in New Mexico,” Evolution News & Views, Jan.
29, 2007,
http://www.evolutionnews.org/2007/01/academic_freedom_bill_introduc.html)

C. A teacher shall teach the material presented in the standard textbook
8 supplied by the school system and thereafter may use supplemental
textbooks
9 and other instructional materials to help students understand, analyze,
critique,
This document is subject to updating and correction as new information becomes available.

Analysis: (1) The only reason this section specifies that teachers “shall teach the
material presented in the standard textbook” is that creationists know they
cannot ban the teaching of evolution after the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in
Epperson v. Arkansas (1968) that such efforts were unconstitutional. The Supreme
Court also ruled in Edwards v. Aguillard (1987) that creationism cannot be taught
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10 and review scientific theories in an objective manner, as permitted by the
city,
11 parish, or other local public school board.

NOTE: On May 21, the House Education Committee added an
amendment at the end of line 11:
1 AMENDMENT NO. 1
2 On page 2, at the end of line 11, delete the period "." and add "unless
otherwise prohibited
3 by the State Board of Elementary and Secondary Education."
*See the analysis of this amendment in item (2) in the right column.

alongside evolution in public schools. Consequently, creationists are now trying
to get “supplemental” materials into public schools, to be used along with
approved textbooks. This is what ID creationists tried to do with Of Pandas and
People, the ID textbook about which I testified in the Kitzmiller trial. Now that
Pandas has been exposed and discredited, the Discovery Institute has published
Ex plore Evo lu tio n, which tries (unsuccessfully) to further disguise its
promotion of ID by omitting the term “intelligent design” (see
http://www.exploreevolution.com/).
(2) From a practical standpoint, the amendment added by the House Education
Committee may mean that creationist supplemental materials permitted by a
school board can be used in a classroom unless BESE specifically prohibits it.
Requiring that BESE actively approve supplemental materials would have been a
better safeguard against creationist supplements. One House Education
Committee member suggested this change in the wording of the amendment, but
the committee rejected it. The amendment as adopted creates a false sense of
security about the safeguarding of instructional materials and may not be an
effective barrier to teachers’ use of creationist supplements in their classes.
(3) The Discovery Institute and the LA Family Forum are waiting in the wings
for SB 733 to pass in order to introduce their own supplemental materials into
public schools. This will be done by sympathetic teachers such as Danny
Pennington at West Monroe High School (see p. 2 above). Parents and students
will pressure teachers to use creationist supplements. Mr. Pennington has already
admitted to a newspaper that, under the Ouachita policy, he is teaching “both
sides” and “evidence that pokes holes in the science”:
West Monroe High School biology teacher Danny Pennington said that since
the Ouachita Parish policy was passed, he is more comfortable teaching
evolution. Pennington said since he is allowed to teach both sides of an issue,
when he teaches evolution he also presents evidence that he says pokes holes
in the science. (see Barbara Leader, “Leglislature Debates Science’s Say in the
Classroom,” Monroe News Star, April 14, 2008,
http://www.thenewsstar.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080414/NEWS01/
804140308)
NOTE: I have a document drawn up by Mr. Pennington that was
obtained from the Ouachita Parish School Board via a public records
request and released with a letter from attorney Elmer G. Noah II dated
March 4, 2008. Mr. Noah stated that the document was provided over the
board’s protest. He also stated that this “ten (10) page outline entitled
‘Supplemental Materials for the Teaching of Evolution’” was prepared by
Mr. Pennington and “was distributed by Mr. Pennington to his fellow
science teachers to use in their classroom instruction as they deemed
appropriate.” The document is full of young-earth and ID creationist
material, much of which Mr. Pennington found on the Internet and used
without proper attribution. I have identified the sources with help from
staff at the National Center for Science Education.
(3) Darrell White has partnered for years with Charles H. Voss, Jr., to promote
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creationist textbook addenda that Voss has written to be used with stateapproved textbooks. These addenda are available at http://www.textaddons.com/.
This is the kind of material that parents and students will pressure biology
teachers to use and that sympathetic teachers will bring into their classrooms. It
is the kind of supplemental creationist material that school boards will be able to
allow in the science classes of Louisiana if SB 733 passes.
(4) School board members who support teaching creationism know that the
proposed legislation is intended to enable teachers to do that. Their
understanding of this was confirmed by Sen. Nevers himself in a comment to the
Hammond Daily Star on April 6, 2008 [emphasis added]:
The Louisiana Family Forum suggested the bill [SB 561], Nevers said. “They
believe that scientific data related to creationism should be discussed
when dealing with Darwin's theory. This would allow the discussion of
scientific facts,” Nevers said. “I feel the students should know there are
weaknesses and strengths in both scientific arguments.” (see
http://www.hammondstar.com/articles/2008/04/08/top_stories/9327.txt)
Livingston Parish School Board member David Tate, who worked with the LFF
in 2004 in an attempt to get creationism into Livingston Parish schools, attended
the April 17, 2008, Senate Education Committee meeting on SB 561. He clearly
recognized the significance of the bill, although on this occasion Sen. Nevers
denied it:
David Tate, a Livingston Parish School Board member, said after the [April 17,
2008, Senate Education Committee] meeting, “I believe that both sides — the
creationism side and the evolution side — should be presented and let
students decide what they believe.” Tate said the bill is needed because
“teachers are scared to talk about” creation, even when students bring it
up. (See Bill Barrow, “Panel OKs Bill on Science Texts,” New Orleans TimesPicayune, April 18, 2008:
http://www.nola.com/news/index.ssf/2008/04/panel_oks_bill_on_science_text.
html)
In an interview with the Livingston Parish News on June 3, Mr. Tate again explicitly
referred to SB 733 as allowing the teaching of creationism in public school
science classes:
“They are asking to debate,” Tate said Monday, “just like they were debating it
in the Legislature . . . to allow the creation side to be presented, then discuss it.
The idea is to give both sides a chance to present their views” (see Alice Dowty,
“New Push for Anti-Evolution Teaching Advances,” Livingston Parish News, June 5,
2008,
http://www.livingstonparishnews.com/articles/2008/06/05/full_edition/news/0
3creationism.txt).
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D. This Section shall not be construed to promote any religious doctrine,
13 promote discrimination for or against a particular set of religious beliefs, or
14 promote discrimination for or against religion or nonreligion.

Analysis: This section is copied almost verbatim from the Discovery Institute’s
“Model Academic Freedom Statute on Evolution”:
Section 7. Nothing in this act shall be construed as promoting any religious
doctrine, promoting discrimination for or against a particular set of religious
beliefs, or promoting discrimination for or against religion or non-religion. (see
http://www.academicfreedompetition.com/freedom.php).
If SB 733 were truly about teaching science, such a disclaimer would be
unnecessary. It is in the bill only because its supporters know that creationism is
a religious belief and therefore that teaching it in public schools is
unconstitutional. They are hoping that any judge who might have to rule on such
legislation will be either naïve enough not to see through this disclaimer
or biased enough to accept it at face value. Any judge who did so would be
ignoring both (1) the long historical context showing the creationist origin and
intent of such legislation and (2) the copious, clear, documented connections
between SB 733 and earlier creationist legislation and proposed policies. Such a
disclaimer would not be needed if SB 733 were not driven by the ulterior motive
of putting intelligent design creationism into LA science classes.
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